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In amplitude modulation radio-based passive radar, the track-before-detect (TBD) procedures are performed to process long time
observation data. (is work mainly focuses on the tracking of the time-Doppler and time-azimuth traces of multiple target under
real scenarios such as low signal-to-noise ratio, hybrid clutter, severe breaking points, and intersecting traces. A new original
approach to deal with the TBD problem of this work is developed. Two types of linear equations according to the simplified radio
wave propagation model are formulated, which is the key point of the proposed method. We make the theoretical analysis about
how the linear equations can be used to trackmultiple target, and howmultiple target’s constant velocities and initial positions can
be estimated, which is an additional parameter estimation capability of the proposed method. Both the simulated data and real
experimental data are performed with the proposed method and some conventional TBD methods. Several comparisons of the
results are given to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

Passive bistatic radar (PBR) detects and tracks targets by
using noncooperative illuminators of opportunity [1].
Compared with other frequency bands, the PBR works in
high frequency band and has the advantages of large area
coverage, over-the-horizon detection, better stealth target
detection, etc. [2–4]. (e shortwave (3∼30MHz) amplitude
modulation (AM) radio stations are distributed worldwide,
transmitted power (typical value is 50MW) is far larger than
other illuminators of opportunity [1], and the AM radio
signal can bounce from the ionosphere and be heard many
thousands of kilometers away. (is allows the AM radio
signal to be received almost at any place throughout the
world. However, low bandwidth and time-varying proper-
ties limit its detection performance when used in PBR [2, 5].

It is a challenge to estimate the time-delay for the
bandwidth limitation of AM radio signal; hence, estimating
the direction-of-arrival (DOA) of scattered wave is crucial to
the AM radio-based PBR [6]. In our previous research, we

developed a weak signal enhancement approach [7] and
proposed a range-Doppler domain array signal processing
(RD-ASP) method [8, 9], which can estimate the DOA of
scattered wave with high resolution and suppress the clutter
simultaneously. Due to the severe time-varying properties of
ionospheric propagation environment [10], long time ob-
servation is required; thus, using the track-before-detect
(TBD) technology is a great choice to detect targets.

(is work mainly focuses on the tracking of the time-
Doppler and time-azimuth traces for targets in sight;
however, the propagation environment, including the sea,
land, and ionospheric propagation [10–12], is extremely
complicated, which leads to a challenging problem due to
unknown and varying number of multitarget, model mis-
match, lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), hybrid clutter,
severe breaking points, intersecting traces, etc. Typical TBD
strategies include Kalman filter (KF) [13, 14], Hough
transform (HT) [15–17], velocity filtering (VF) [18–21],
particle filtering (PF) [22–25], dynamic programming (DP)
[26–30], and Greedy algorithm [31]. (eir basic concept,
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possible advantages, and limitation for application related to
this work are summarized as follows:

(1) KF-TBD: In earlier passive radar applications [13],
the KF is used to track and associate the time-
Doppler and time-DOA traces of multiple target; it is
the closest one to the application scenario of this
paper. However, the tracking cycle contains many
steps that require human intervention, and it is
difficult to be applied flexibly for the categories of
traces are complicated [14].

(2) HT-TBD: (e HT transforms the problem of track
detection in data space into the problem of peak
detection in parameter space [15]. (e weak target
is detected by noncoherent integration of multi-
frame measurement data. It has the advantage of
not discarding data in a time history, while pre-
vious data is discarded in most conventional TBD
methods. It is tolerant of large gaps in the data and
does not require uniformly spaced data samples
[16]. Additionally, it can perform target detection,
data association, track initiation, and track
maintenance at the same time [17]. (e limitation
of HT-TBD is that only the trace with straight line
or specific curve forms can be detected [32], and
the performance can be greatly deteriorated if the
target movement is not in accordance with the
assumed measurement model.

(3) VF-TBD: (e VF is a 3D matched filter [18], it as-
sumes a constant target velocity, and the signature of
the target remains constant over time. Both the
velocity information and the target position can be
estimated [19]. Since the exact target velocity is
unknown, a velocity filter bank is used to cover the
possible target velocities, and the space should be
close enough to achieve a specified maximum SNR
loss due to mismatch.(is approach could result in a
large number of filters required; hence, it will in-
crease the computational complexity [20]. Besides, it
cannot separate some targets with very close ve-
locities; such scenario appears in the following ex-
perimental data. Furthermore, the measurements of
VF-TBD are generally the velocity or location
[19, 21], which limits its application.

(4) PF-TBD: (e PF is a simulation-based Monte Carlo
method. (e main idea is to represent the required
posterior density function by a set of random
samples with associated weights and to compute
estimates based on these samples and weights [22]. It
is flexible to handle the nonlinear and/or non-
Gaussian models. However, both the Markov tran-
sition matrix and target state space model need to be
predetermined; if either one deviates from the true
values greatly, the detection and tracking perfor-
mance will decrease dramatically [23]. Additionally,
this approach suffers from the curse of dimension-
ality as the number of targets increases [24, 25, 28].

Hence, it does not result in a generally applicable
algorithm.

(5) DP-TBD: (e DP algorithm is probably the most
widely used method. It integrates the measurements
along possible target traces, returning as declared
targets for which the measurement sum exceeds a
threshold. It performs the equivalent of an exhaus-
tive search of all possible target traces [26, 27]. A
drawback of DP-TBD is that the computational
complexity and memory resource requirements are
potentially high, because it involves processing a
high-dimensional data, processing by multiframe
detection, and batch/sliding window processing.
Furthermore, the problems about the initial values
for tracking, the threshold determination, and the
prior knowledge of the number of targets are also
difficult for application [31].

(6) G-TBD:(eGreedy algorithm (GA) is much simpler
and more rapid than DP for solving some optimal
solutions. It makes a locally optimal choice at each
stage and then obtains a global optimal or subop-
timal solution. It can achieve the same or similar
performance with DP under some restrictions [31].
However, to achieve a good performance, the
threshold determination is very complex, and the
performance will decrease dramatically if the trace is
composed of large gaps.

In this paper, a novel TBD method is developed. Firstly,
due to the facts that the distance between the transmitter and
target is far larger than the distance between the receiver and
target, and the flight level of target is generally invariant, we
made a simplified radio wave propagation model to ap-
proximate the complex ionospheric propagation model.
(en, based on this simplified model, a very simple constant
velocity linear equation, which includes the target mea-
surement parameters, azimuth angle, and Doppler fre-
quency, is formulated. (eory indicates that the constant
velocity equation can be used to perform target detection,
data association, track initiation, and track maintenance at
the same time, which is very similar to the HT-TBD. (en,
another simple initial position equation is formulated to
separate multiple target with the same or very close velocities
in exceptional circumstances. Finally, the traces of interest
can be tracked through backtracking with the detected
points of multiple target.

(e main contribution of this paper includes the fol-
lowing: (1) to the best of our knowledge, this work represents
a new original approach to deal with the TBD problem in
particular application. It does not belong to any existing
category. (2) (e proposed method not only can handle the
problem of tracking the traces of interest, but also has the
ability of estimate the velocities and initial positions at the
same time, which would be beneficial for flight trajectory
tracking in further processing. (3) (e theory, simulation,
and real data experiment show the simplicity, easy imple-
mentation, and good performance of the proposed method.
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(e rest of the paper is organized as follows: the basic
signal model and conventional techniques are provided in
Section 2. (e conventional techniques are described in
Section 3. (e proposed method and its implementation are
developed in Section 4. Some simulation examples are
presented in Section 5. Experimental results are shown in
Section 6. A brief conclusion appears in Section 7.

2. System Description

2.1. 'e Passive OTHR. (e experimental AM radio-based
PBR system [9, 33] is equipped with a uniform circular array
(UCA), which consists of 16 monopole antennas with 10m
length for each, and the array’s diameter is 38m. After
received by the wide-band digital channelized receiver,
several strong signals in the AM radio band are down-
converted to zero intermediate frequency. After the cali-
bration, array signal is formed for further processing
(Figure 1).

In the current research, the signal and data processing
generally include the following 6 procedures:

(1) DOA Estimation and Beamforming [34, 35]: Esti-
mating the DOA of direct-path, and obtaining the
direct-path signal as reference signal through
beamforming technology.

(2) Direct Signal Cancellation [36, 37]: Suppressing the
direct-path component in each channel of the array
signal to obtain the direct-path-free array signal.

(3) Coherent Processing [3, 9, 38]: Calculating the cross-
ambiguity functions of the reference signal and di-
rect-path-free array signal, then constructing the
virtual array signal in which the scattered signals are
significantly enhanced.

(4) Scattered Wave DOA estimation [8, 9]: estimating
the DOAs as well as the Doppler shifts of scattered
signals to obtain the azimuth-Doppler maps. (e
clutter suppressing procedure is included in this
stage.

(5) TBD Processing [14]: Tracking and associating the
time-azimuth-Doppler traces on the azimuth-
Doppler maps.

(6) Flight Trajectory Tracking [13]: Using the time-
azimuth-Doppler data to track the target’s flight
trajectory with advanced tracking method.

2.2. Doppler and Azimuth Traces. In one field experiment, a
set of real data with 118 seconds length is collected. (e AM
radio transmitter station is located more than 1500 km away
from the receiver. Radio signal’s frequency is 15.105MHz,
and the azimuth DOA of direct path is about 44°. (e co-
herent processing time equals 4 s for each frame, and there
are 115 frames in all, which indicates that there exists a 3 s
overlap between every two frames (sliding window pro-
cessing). In the following, we use the superscript (·)t to
represent the frame sequence (equivalent to time sequence),
t� 0, 1, . . ., 115.

(e Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast
(ADS-B) information is received and recorded with the
AirNav RadarBox when collecting the data. Figure 2 displays
the flight trajectories of 8 civil aircraft targets with ADS-B
information.

By performing with the RD-ASP method [4], 115 two-
dimensional DOA-Doppler maps are obtained. Because the
UCA’s elevation resolution is low, the elevation angle is fixed
to 75° in RD-ASP; only the azimuth angle scans from 1° to
360° with 1° interval. Figure 3 shows an azimuth-Doppler
map at t� 80.(eDoppler bins are –32∼32Hz, and the angle
bins are 1∼360°. Several (azimuth, Doppler)-pair peaks can
be distinguished clearly on the map.

(en, the following three steps are performed: firstly,
detecting the peaks with empiric threshold (or constant false
alarm rate detection) and only retaining the peaks’ values and
positions; secondly, extracting the maximum value along the
azimuth angles 1∼360° at each Doppler bin to construct the
one-dimensional Doppler values for all the 115 time se-
quences, and then stacking them to form a two-dimensional
time-Doppler map, which is shown in Figure 4; thirdly,
extracting the maximum value along the Doppler bins
–32∼32Hz at each azimuth angle to construct the one-di-
mensional azimuth values for all the 115 time sequences, and
then stacking them to form a two-dimensional time-azimuth
map, which is shown in Figure 5. It is noticed that the peaks in
Figures 4 and 5 can be associated with the peaks’ (azimuth,
Doppler)-pair in Figure 3.

In Figures 4 and 5, it can be clearly seen that hundreds of
peaks form continuous or intermittent traces, and some
obvious traces even intersect. (e TBD problem is how to
track multiple targets’ azimuth and Doppler traces in a
continuous long time observation without detecting the
targets in advance.

3. Conventional Techniques

(e DP-TBD and G-TBD are chosen for comparison for they
are easy to be applied in this work, and their performances are as
good as those of many existing state-of-the-art methods.

3.1. Propagation Model. Assuming the target flight with
constant velocity and constant height, so the Doppler shift of
scattered wave is independent of vertical sense. (e radio
wave propagation model for target in sight can be simplified
to a two-dimensional model as shown in Figure 6.

(e relative parameters are stated as follows: X and Y
axes are the east and north directions on Earth’s surface; T
(Tx), O (Rx), and P (Tar) are the position of transmitter,
received array, and target, respectively; px and py are P (Tar)
projections along X and Y axes; v is the velocity of a target; vx

and vy are v projections alongX and Y axes; φd and φs are the
DOA of direct path and scattered wave. (e angles, φd and
φs, are clockwise starting from Y axis. Since the distance
between O (Rx) and T (Tx) (generally more than 1000 km) is
much further than the distance between O (Rx) and P (Tar)
(less than 50 km), the DOAs of direct path incidents at O
(Rx) and P (Tar) can be approximately regarded as the same.
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3.2. Mathematical Model

3.2.1. Target State Model. (e target motion could be
modeled in the state space form by

p
t
x � p

0
x + vxt

p
t
y � p

0
y + vyt

, t � 1, . . . , 115.
⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(1)

3.2.2. Target Measurement Model. In the application, the
measurements are considered in azimuth-Doppler plane. (e
target state at the t-th frame xt consists of azimuth φt

s and its
change rate _φt− 1, Doppler frequency ft

d and its change rate
_f

t− 1
d . It is defined as xt � [φt

s, _φt− 1, ft
d, _f

t− 1
d ]T. (e target state

evolution can be described by the Markov process

xt ≈ Fxt− 1
+ nt

, (2)
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Figure 1: Illustration of operational concept and signal processing flowchart for AM radio-based passive radar.

Figure 2: Flight trajectory tracking display in AirNav RadarBox at
t� 60.
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Figure 3: Azimuth-doppler map at t� 80.
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where n denotes the noise matrix, F � I2 ⊗
1 Δt
0 1 , ⊗ is the

Kronecker product, I2 is the two-dimensional identity
matrix, and Δt is the time between consecutive scans.

(e measurement model is suitable for targets moving
with slow maneuvers. With regard to the target motion,
target usually keeps in the same azimuth/Doppler cell or
moves into its neighborhood azimuth/Doppler cells during
frame interval, since it is hard for targets to cross several
azimuth/Doppler cells during short time interval. Hence, for
simplicity, the change rate _φt− 1 and _f

t− 1
can be set equal to

zero on condition that the surveillance region covers
maximum transfer cells.

3.3. Application of Typical TBD Methods. (e surveillance
region of adjacent frames consists of a Nφ × Nf grid of cells,
where Nφ and Nf are the number of cells in azimuth angle
and Doppler frequency axis, respectively. (erefore, the
measurements recorded at frame t are a matrix with size
Nφ × Nf, i � 1, . . . , Nφ, j � 1, . . . , Nf

z
t
ij �

A
t

+ n
t
, target in,

n
t
, no target in,

⎧⎨

⎩ (3)

where zt
ij denotes the value on the azimuth-Doppler map in

the surveillance region cell (i, j) at t-th frame.
In measurements preprocessing, the first threshold VLT

is applied to each frame. For t� 1, 2, . . ., Nt, we apply

z
t
ij �

z
t
ij, if z

t
ij ≥VLT,

0, if z
t
ij <VLT.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(4)

(e implementation of G-TBD and DP-TBD generally
includes the following 4 steps:

(1) Initialization
Setting the initial value at t� 1: target state
x1 � (φ1

s , f1
d), and merit function I(x1) � z1

ij.
(2) Recursion

For t� 2, 3, . . ., Nt, recursive calculating the stage
merit function

G − TBD: I xt
  � I xt− 1

  + max
xt

z
t
ij ,

Ψt xt
  � argmax

xt
z

t
ij ,

DP − TBD: I xt
  � max

xt− 1
I xt− 1
   + z

t
ij,

Ψt xt
  � argmax

xt− 1
I xt− 1
  .

(5)

(3) Termination
Setting the second threshold VT, when t reaches the
last frame Nt, a detection result is declared: if
xNt  � xNt : I(xNt )>VT , declare the detection of
a target.

(4) Backtracking
For all xt, for t�Nt − 1, . . .1, xt � Ψt+1(xt+1). (e
recovered trace estimation is x1, x2, . . . , xNt .

4. Proposed Method

4.1.ConstantVelocityEquation. As shown in Figure 6, at t-th
time sequence, the velocity’s magnitude along the O⟶P
path is (vx sin φt

s + vy cos φt
s), and along the P⟶T path, it

is − (vx sin φd + vy cos φd). Hence, the velocity’s magnitude
along the O⟶P⟶T path can be expressed as

vO⟶P⟶T � vx sin φt
s − sin φd  + vy cos φt

s − cos φd .

(6)

(en, the Doppler shift at t-th time sequence can be
calculated by

f
t
d � −

1
λ

vx sin φt
s − sin φd  + vy cos φt

s − cos φd  ,

(7)

where λ is the wavelength. Expression (2) can be rewritten as

sin φt
s − sin φd vx + cos φt

s − cos φd vy + λf
t
d � 0. (8)

Since the target’s velocities, vx and vy, are constant
values, we call the expression (8) as “constant velocity
equation.” If we regard vx and vy as variables, for every
(φt

s, ft
d) pairs, equation (8) represents a series of straight

lines, and the lines corresponding to the same target will
inevitably intersect at the same point, which is the target’s
velocity. Furthermore, with the continuous change of
(φt

s, ft
d) pairs, the inclination angles of the lines cluster and

continuously increase or decrease along with the time se-
quences. (erefore, targets with different velocities can be
separated through equation (8).

(emeasurement space and parameter space of constant
velocity equation are shown in Figure 7, and it is very similar
to the data representation of Hough transform [16].

4.2. Initial Position Equation. In case several targets have the
same or very close velocities, their constant velocity equation
lines will intersect at the same/close point (vx, vy), which
represents their common velocity. To separate these targets,
we can use the following relationship:

vvy

vx
P (Tar)

East XO (Rx)

T (Tx)

North Y

φs

φd

py

px

Figure 6: Radio wave propagation model.
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tan φt
s �

p
t
x

p
t
y

�
p
0
x + vxt

p
0
y + vyt

. (9)

Expression (9) can be rewritten as

p
0
x − tan φt

sp
0
y + vx − tan φt

svy t � 0. (10)

Since the target’s initial positions, p0
x and p0

y, are in-
variable values, we call the expression (10) as “initial position
equation.” If we regard p0

x and p0
y as variables, for every φt

s,
equation (10) represents a series of straight lines, and the
lines corresponding to the same target will inevitably in-
tersect at the same point, which is the target’s initial position.
(erefore, targets with the same velocity can be separated
through equation (10).

It can be seen that the first constant velocity equation
plays a prime role in the proposed method. And the fact that
velocity is constant is one of the preconditions for appli-
cation. Hence, in the following, we call the proposed method
as Constant Velocity-TBD (CV-TBD).

4.3. Implementation. (e implementation of the proposed
CV-TBD is summarized as follows:

Step 1: After the measurements preprocessing with
threshold VLT, detecting the peaks (φt

s, ft
d)k, k� 1, 2,

. . ., on all the t� 1, 2, . . ., 115 azimuth-Doppler maps.
Step 2: Plotting the constant velocity equation map:
plotting lines for all (φt

s, ft
d)i with equation (8) in range

(vx, vy) ∈ [− 300, 300]m/s on map-A.
Step 3: Detecting M targets and estimating their ve-
locities: detecting the intersecting lines on map-A,
using the positions of intersection points to represent
targets’ velocities (vx, vy)m, m� 1, 2, . . ., M, and then
recording the detected targets’ (φt

s, ft
d)m.

Step 4: Plotting the initial position equation map:
plotting lines for all (vx, vy)m and (φt

s)k with equation
(10) in range (p0

x, p0
y) ∈ [− 100, 100] km on map-B.

Step 5: Detecting N targets and estimating their initial
positions: detecting the intersecting lines on map-B,
using the positions of intersection points to represent
targets’ initial positions (p

0
x, p

0
y)n, n� 1, 2, . . ., N, then

recording the detected targets’ (φt
s, ft

d)n.
Step 6: Plotting the detected points (φt

s, ft
d)m or n in

accordance with time sequence to form continuous
tracking traces.

4.4. Further Remarks

4.4.1. Detection of Intersection Points. (e detection of
straight lines’ intersection points on map-A and map-B can
be regarded as the same problem about the detection of sine
curves’ intersection points in Hough transform; therefore,
the accumulator array method [39] is a good choice to be
used to detect the intersection points of interest. (e
problem that the intersection point may extend to a small
area because of the measure error, model error, and noise
appears in both the CV-TBD and HT-TBD. It is not easy to
deal with this problem. Some effective approaches have been
developed to meet the requirement [16, 39].

4.4.2. Constraint of Intersection Points. (e intersecting
lines corresponding to an actual target have the following
features: (a) they intersect at the same point in map-A, and
the corresponding velocity of the intersection point is
around 250m/s (for civil aircraft detection); (b) they in-
tersect at the same point in map-B, and the corresponding
position of the intersection point is about 5∼50 km (for short
range detection and subject to antenna’s pattern coverage);
(c) the angles of inclination cluster together and continu-
ously increase or decrease with time sequence.

4.4.3. Special Targets. When several targets have the same or
very close velocities but with different initial positions, the
lines corresponding to one detected point in Step 3 can form
more points in Step 5, leading to M<N. When several
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Figure 7:Measurement space and parameter space of constant velocity equation. (a)Measurement data space. (b) Velocity parameter space.
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targets have the same or very close initial positions but with
different velocities, the lines corresponding to one detected
point in Step 5 can form more points in Step 3, leading to
M>N.

4.4.4. Computational Complexity. (e dominant compu-
tational complexity of the CV-TBD is determined by the
detection of the intersection points. (e accumulator array
method is recommended to be used. In this case, the
dominant computational complexity of the CV-TBD is the
same as the complexity of accumulator array method
[39, 40].

4.4.5. Compared with Other TBD Methods. (e property
comparison of the CV-TBD, HT-TBD, and DP-TBD/G-
TBD is summarized in Table 1.

4.4.6. Limitation of the CV-TBD. On one hand, the CV-TBD
takes advantage of the particular scenario that the distance
between Tx and target is far larger than the distance between
Rx and target, and the flight level of target is invariant. On
the other hand, these two model conditions limit its
application.

5. Simulation

5.1. SimulationParameters. Simulation parameters are listed
as follows: the path length of T (Tx) to O (Rx) is 1500 km;
signal’s frequency is 15MHz; the azimuth DOA of direct
path is 45°; there exists a single target with initial position
(p0

x, p0
y) ≈ (10, − 15) km, and constant velocity (vx,

vy)� (100, 200)m/s; measure frame t� 1, . . ., 100. Target
amplitude fluctuation is assumed to follow the Swerling
models of types 0 [41], the noise are Gaussian-distributed,
and the SNR definition on the azimuth-Doppler plane refers
to [37]. (e time-Doppler trace and the time-azimuth traces
with SNR� 12 dB are shown in Figure 8.

(e CV-TBD, G-TBD, and DP-TBD are performed with
the simulated data. It is difficult to preset the optimum
parameters for threemethods; we try to put them to the same
standard as possible: the preprocessing threshold VLT equals
4 dB; the resolution of azimuth and Doppler cell is 1° and
0.5Hz, respectively, for all; the surveillance region of ad-
jacent frames is ±3 cells for G-TBD and DP-TBD; batch
window processing is adopted for DP-TBD with window
size Nt � 5 [29]. (e initial values are manually set equal to
actual values for G-TBD and DP-TBD.

5.2. Linear Equation Map. After performing Steps 1∼3, the
constant velocity equation map is obtained. As shown in
Figure 9, we can see that (a) there are many lines; each line
corresponds to a peak on all the t� 1, . . ., 100 azimuth-
Doppler maps. (b) Some lines cluster and intersect at the
same point, and they can be regarded as detected targets. (c)
Detected targets’ velocities can be measured at the inter-
section points (vx, vy) ≈ (100, 200)m/s, which is equal to
actual value. (e) Some “disorder” lines do not meet the actual

target’s features, and wemark them “Unwanted” and discard
them.

(en, choosing (vx, vy) and (φt
s) corresponding to the

detected points in Figure 9, the initial position equation map
is obtained after performing Steps 4∼5. Figure 10 shows that
(a) all of the lines intersect at the same point. (b) Detected
targets’ initial positions can be measured at the intersection
points on themap (p

0
x, p

0
y) ≈ (10, − 15) km, which is equal to

the actual value.

5.3. Tracked Trace. Performing Step 6 with recorded target’
time sequence, azimuth, and Doppler values, we can plot the
continuous time-Doppler trace and time-azimuth trace of
the detected target. (e continuous trace is simply formed
through connecting the adjacent detected points using line
segments.

Figure 11 shows the tracked time-Doppler trace and
time-azimuth trace of three methods, and the results show
that (a) not all the points of 100 frames can be detected by
CV-TBD, because some points’ values are below the pre-
processing threshold VLT. (b) (ere exists a false alarm
point, and repeated simulation tests show that the same
phenomenon appears occasionally. Fortunately, such false
alarm points usually deviate far from actual trace; therefore,
they can be found and deleted easily through smooth
tracking.

5.4. Detection Probability. In Figure 12, the curves of de-
tection probability (Pd) versus different SNRs are plotted
using 1000 trials. Pd-a and Pd-D denote the Pd of azimuth
and the Pd of Doppler, respectively. Pd-ap denotes the Pd
that is calculated with the number of detected points divided
by 100, while Pd-a denotes the Pd that is calculated with the
number of detected points on the tracked trace divided by
100. We take a 3× 3 cell about its expected location and
define a detection as any crossing within this cell.

(e results in Figure 12 show that (a) the Pd-ap and Pd-
Dp of CV-TBD are relatively lower, because some points’
values are below the preprocessing threshold VLT so that
they are discarded. (b) (e Pd-a and Pd-D of CV-TBD are
apparently higher than other Pd. (c) (e Pd-a and Pd-D of
CV-TBD cannot achieve 100% even when the SNR is high; it
is because there exist occasional false alarm points. (d) (e
Pd-a equals Pd-D for CV-TBD, whereas the Pd-a is lower
than Pd-D for G-TBD and DP-TBD, especially in low SNR
case.

6. Experimental Results

Steps 1∼6 are performed to track the traces in Figures 4 and
5, and also the results calculated by ADS-B information are
used for reference (it can be regarded as actual value).

6.1.ConstantVelocityEquationMap. After performing Steps
1∼3, the constant velocity equation map is obtained. As
shown in Figure 13, we can evaluate the following (a) (ere
are hundreds of lines, and each line corresponds to a peak on
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the 115 azimuth-Doppler maps. (b) Some lines cluster and
intersect at the same point (actually, it extends to a small
area); they can be regarded as detected targets, and we mark
them with “Tar 1∼3.” (c) Detected targets’ velocities can be
measured at the intersection points. (d) Some intersecting

lines’ inclination angles extend greatly; it is likely that there
exist several targets with close speeds, and we mark them as
“Uncertain” for the further processing. (e) A great number
of lines do not meet the actual target’s features, and we mark

Table 1: Property comparison of the CV-TBD, HT-TBD, and DP-TBD/G-TBD.

Property CV-TBD HT-TBD DP-TBD/G-TBD

Motion model Velocity is constant, and Tx is far away
enough to target

(e traces to be tracked should be
straight lines

Allow a certain degree of model
errors

Measurement
space Azimuth angle and Doppler frequency (e measured points lie in a straight

line Points satisfy the motion model

Parameter space Velocity & position equations straight
lines

Hough parameter space sinusoids
lines \

Track initiation Auto-implemented Auto-implemented Additional processing is required
Data association Auto-implemented Auto-implemented Additional processing is required

Multi-frame Not discarding data in a time history Not discarding data in a time history Previous data is discarded in multi-
frame processing

Detection is
declared

Straight lines intersect at a point (by
accumulator)

Sinusoids lines intersect at a point
(by accumulator) Merit function exceeds the threshold

Other features (e velocity and initial position can be
estimated Some specific curves can be detected Slowly manoeuvring targets can be

handled
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them as “Unwanted” and discard them. Comparing Fig-
ure 13 with Figure 14, we can also find that (f ) the positions
of intersection points and the shape of corresponding lines
in Figure 13 are very similar with the actual results in
Figure 14. (g) (e “Unwanted” lines in Figure 13 are proved
to be clutter. (h) (ree close targets, Tar-a4, a5, and a6, are
successfully detected but failed to be separated in Figure 13.
(i) Tar-a7 and a8 are failed to be detected.

6.2. Initial Position Equation Map. Afterwards, choosing
(vx, vy)m and (φt

s)k corresponding to the detected points in
Figure 13, the initial position equation map is obtained after

performing Steps 4∼5. Figure 15 shows that (a) the “Uncertain”
lines are mainly intersecting at four different points, and we
regard them as detected targets, mark themwith “Tar 4∼7,” and
record them. (b) Detected targets’ initial positions can be
measured at the intersection points on the map. (c) A few lines
do not meet the actual target’s features, and we mark them as
“Unwanted” and discard them. (d)(e positions of intersection
points and the shape of corresponding lines in Figure 15 are
very similar with some actual results in Figure 16.

6.3.TrackedTraces. Finally, performing Step 6 with recorded
targets’ time sequence, Doppler, and azimuth values, we can
plot the continuous 7 time-Doppler traces and 7 time-
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azimuth traces of all the detected targets. (e G-TBD and
DP-TBD are chosen for comparison. It is difficult to preset
the optimum parameters for G-TBD and DP-TBD, some
parameters are set with empiric values, and the imple-
mentation for G-TBD and DP-TBD is performed with
manual intervention appropriately, such as setting the ini-
tiation point and removing the redundant and repetitive
traces, so as to make the results better.

(e results in Figures 17 and 18 show that (a) the CV-
TBD (color lines), G-TBD, and DP-TBD track at least 6

traces successfully, which are close to the traces in Figures 4
and 5. (b) (ree methods are good at tracking the strong
traces, that is, the Tar-(1, 2, 3). (c) (ree methods track the
intersecting traces successfully, that is, the Tar-(1, 6). (d) For
some traces with severe breaking points, such as the Tar-(4,
5), it is obviously that the performance of the CV-TBD
outperforms that of G-TBD and DP-TBD.

Figure 19 gives the root mean square error (RMSE) of 6
targets’ traces with 3 TBDmethods, and the values calculated
with ADS-B information are used for reference.

RMSE �

����������������


Nr

t�1 (yt
e − yt

a)2/Nr



, where Nr is the number of
detected points for each trace, ye is the estimated value of
azimuth or Doppler, and ya is the corresponding value of
ADS-B. (e reason we calculate the RMSE of azimuth and
Doppler independently is that even if only one of them is
available, such as the time-Doppler trace, the flight trajectory
tracking is realizable under certain conditions [33]. In
Figure 19, “a-” denotes the RMSE of azimuth angles, and “D-
” denotes the RMSE of Doppler frequencies. Results show
that the RMSE values of 6 targets calculated by CV-TBD are
lower than others in most cases.

Notice that there are some missing detections and false
alarms: (a) the flight level of Tar-a7 is too low, and the
position of Tar-a8 is almost above the array; hence, they are
failed to be detected due to antenna’s pattern limitation; (b)
Figure 17 shows that the Doppler shift of Tar-a8 is close to
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0Hz; hence, it has been suppressed as direct path in the
previous Direct Signal Cancellation procedure; (c) the tar-g7
tracked by G-TBD is a false alarm; (d) the false alarm Tar-7 is
not regarded as a normal target for its flight trace is not a
straight line after the further flight trajectory tracking
processing.

Finally, although the proposed CV-TBD has the ability
to roughly estimate the target’s constant velocity and initial
position, we do not aim to use them to locate and track target
directly, but we use them as initial values to track the target’s
flight trajectory with advanced target tracking method, such
as the extended Kalman filter [13].

7. Conclusion

Wedeveloped a novel TBDmethod for AM radio-based PBR
application. (e proposed method formulates the constant
velocity equation and the initial position equation and
proves that the lines of linear equation corresponding to an
actual target will certainly intersect to the same point, so that
they can be tracked. Additionally, the theory indicates that
multiple target’s constant velocities and initial positions can

be estimated with the positions of intersected points on
constant velocity equation map and initial position equation
map, respectively. Both the simulation and real experimental
results show the advantages of the proposed CV-TBD in
terms of tracking intersecting traces, breaking point traces,
and estimating the constant velocities and initial positions of
multiple targets.
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